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culture and education
problems at the interface
by roland G tharpthut

A paper delivered at the symposium on there are particular activities with specified
culture thought and learning held at personnel in designated circumstances which
BYU hawaii campus see related story on are expressly designed to transmit a partic-

ularpage 32 adapted from culture and ed-
ucation

body of cultural information however
by C jordan and R G harptharpthurp7tharp in this last is usually fairly limited in scope and

marsella A JJ tharp R G and cyborowcyboronciborow-
ski

the occasions of transmission occupy limited
T 1979 perspectives in cross cultural time periods examples would be the

psychology new york academic press instruction of adolescents that precedes
initiation rituals in traditional soci-
eties

from the perspective of cross cultural many
education or the preconfirmationpre confirmation classes runpsychology is a vast domain

the term can refer to early infant social-
ization

by some churches in our own
iza tion to belly dancing classes and to the institutional formal education shows the
modern university it occurs at the mothers characteristics mentioned above but has the
breast in fishing boats and at the cobblers added attributes of being carried out by
last in eighth grade discussion groups and professional teachers operating in a graded
graduate seminars beginning with birth hierarchical system which exists continually
and ending with death education in some over a long period of time taking place in
form seems always with us relatively permanent sites and being respon-

sible for the transmission of a broad spec-
trumTHE VARIETIES OF EDUCATION of information

even in the context of the most formal this last of education whichof it is type inschool other aspects education are
we are most interested but within thealways present and interacting indeed

these little noticed aspects are often the context of formal institutional education
non institutional and informal education canwhich the wheelsmall stones send great
also take place an example of the formerof formal education lurching from the road
situation would be the training of a choir

A commonly used system of classification group or a football squad of the latter
distinguishes among types of education the information transmission that takes
according to their social organization eg whenplace among peers they are brought
scribner & cole 1973 the types so together in a formal education setting if
distinguished are a informal education we take these secondary characteristics of
b institutional formal education andnon formal education institutions into account
c institutional formal education and also keep in mind that participants in

Infinformalorinal education designates the every-
day

institutional formal education are at other
process by which children and to a times being educated in non institutional

lesser extent adults learn to participate and informal modes it becomes evident
increasingly in their culture without any that institutional formal education does
particular place time personnel or activ-
ity

not exist in a vacuum and that when there
being set aside expressly for the purpose are important differences between the con-

tentof teaching A child imitating with a small or processes of one mode and another
broom an adult who is sweeping the floor or or between different aspects of the same
one person watching another repair a car mode there is potential conflict
thus storing up information about cars and most issues currently of interest in the
their workings would be examples cross cultural study of education occur at

non institutional formal education is a the interface of institutional formal educa-
tionprocess of cultural transmission in which and other educational modescharacter
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isticsristics for example the minority student most especially their personnelspersonnels adaptation
in a multi cultural society often finds to the institution it is when the trans-

nationaldifferent goals in the formal institutional culture of the school conflictswithconflictsconflict withswith
school than in his informal home culture the recipient culture that we see the crucial
education indeed such conflicts may be current issues in culture and education
found between different aspects of the however the concept of a transnationaltrans national
school the goals and methods of mathe-
matics

culture of the school has not yet been clear-
lyclass are not the same as the educaaduca enough formulated to allow detailed

tion of the playground we will devote a it is than hypo-
thesis
study as yet no more an

major portion of this paper to examining but it is often taken as an assumption
such areas of conflict and the last section the general inquiry into the effects of
will illustrate methods of resolving these education internationally seems to pre-

supposeconflicts in a multi cultural society but that education in ghana is like
before undertaking that task it is necessary education in mexico and also like that
to clarify the nature of the school itself inn london the logic of this assumption

vouldxouldbould be strengthened if it were found thatTHE transnationalTRANS NATIONAL CULTURE OF
THE SCHOOL AND THE EFFECTS OF education everywhere has the same effects

EDUCATION on the student that inquiry is unfortunate-
ly beset with methodological and concep-
tualthis section concentrates on formal problems

institutional education as it has developed
in technological liberatelierateliterateli irateeratekrate societies formal the study of the cross cultural effects

institutional education can be distinguished of education has an odd history because

from other kinds of education in several in western countries age and amount of
education are so highly correlated developways some of which have already been

mentioned to these can be added that
formal educational institutions of literate

roland tharp professor of psycho-
logy

technological societies or schools as we
the of hawaii andat university awill refer to them from this point on

consultant to the kamehamehatend to undertake the following functions early
education has doneprogram exten-
sive

a they attempt to teach broad based
generalizablegene rairalrailablebailablelablelabie skills such as reading writing research on teaching strategies and

and mathematics b they bear explicit cross cultural psychology

responsibility foiforfol the transmission of some
cultural information such as the history of ing intellectual capacities cannot be clearly
the society scientific knowledge com-
munity

attributed to environmental effects educa-
tionstandards and the nature of civic or to maturation to disentangle these

responsibilities in a multi cultural society effects developmental and cognitive psy-
chologiststhe cultural information usually pertains have compared the schooled

to the majority or dominant culture which versus unschooled members of many exotic
the school schools also bearoperates c cultures in an effort to see whether the

less the burden of trans-
mitting
in a explicit way oftypical course cognitive development

a large freight of cultural norms childrenof western is in fact maturational
which again in a multi cultural society and universal or whether it is a result of
usually represent those of the public or western education formal and informal

culture this latter transmissiondominant As a result of this enterprise the cross
isis not often a formally imposed obligation cultural educational psychologist finds a
but it is felt as an implicit responsibility detritus of data in which schooled versus
by instructors unschooled children of many QuIcuiculculturestures are

schooling is so similar from country to compared liberiansliberianaLibe rians guatemalansGuatemalans soviets
country that it is best seen as a culture unto native americans and so forth and in order
itself a transnational culture the culture to make general statements must assume
of the school these similarities are present that school in the african bush is in
inin schools architecture their social organiza some important way equivalent to tthehe
tion their goals their responsibilities and school of the yucatecan mayan even
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in those exceptional studies whose purpose of the school context the general outlines
is to determine school effects in a particular are similar enough from country to country
population for example cole sharp & that a transnationaltrans national culture of the school
lave 1976 ethnographic descriptions of is a useful working concept we will now ex-

aminethe schools are rarely included in our own problems which arise when the
view however here is a modal tendency of school is so different from the culture
schools trans nationally and the concept of some of its children that the two conflict
should guide research toward its clarification significantly

for example many researchers have PROBLEMSPROBLEMSININ
emphasized that learning in the school is CROSS CULTURAL EDUCATION

characteristically decontextualized that cross cultural issues in education are ofis compared to traditional societies teach-
ing moreriore than theoretical interest passions ofschool removes skill learning from those

citizens and vexationsvexatious of educators aresituations to which the skill is to be applied pre-
sent whenever the schools of a dominantthus one does not learn to count beads or culture undertake the education of thebags one learns to count rather than
children of a minority whether in thememorizing a list of trail markers one united states nigeria australia mexicolearns to memorize lists the assumption guatemala

of psychologists and educators has been that or

this context free learning produces gen-
erally

conflicts at the interface of schools and
applicable skills ones which can then the populations that they serve may arise

transfer to many contexts cole and scrib-
ner

over what is to be transmitted content
and their associates have been the over the efficacy of transmission or both

group most vigorously pursuing these issues what is to be transmitted can be charac-
terizedand while once sanguine for the identifica-

tion
as general skills such as reading and

of these transferable operations scrib-
ner

writing cultural information like geography
& cole 1973 they lucidly presented or history or cultural norms working

the measurement pitfalls in cross cultural hard or honesty for example the kinds
comparison cole & scribner 1974 and of problems that arise tend to differ accord-

ingthen somewhat gloomily speculated that to the goal of transmission
perhaps schooled skills were applicable after goals in the areas of general skills more
all only to school situations cole sharp & often than goals in the other areas tend to
lave 1976 in the recent works of lave be explicit and to be shared by dispensing
1977a 1977b there may be data encour-

aging
and client populations that is to say

to a more intermediate position that even minority group parents frequently
is learned skills wherever learned will favor these goals they want their children
transfer to situations which are similar to learn reading and arithmetic and often
enough to the context of original learning mastery of the dominant language or dialect

conflicts and problems in this area tend
this position accords well with logic to be not over the nature of the goals

and with the known laws of stimulus gener-
alization

but over their implementation difficulties
aliza tion it also forces us to a somewhat arise when schools fail to transmit effective-

lymore sophisticated view of schools they are the general skills which they claim to
not to be seen as decontextualized but teach that is when students fail to learn
rather as being a specific context if transfer the second area that of cultural inform-

ationis to be predicted we must have a precise is one in which the goals are usually
description of schools and a precise des-
cription

explicit but may well not be shared by
cription of to be transfered to situations client and dispensing populations problems
in short a taxonomy of situations which may arise either because of failure to trans-

mitwill allow predictions of transfer according effectively or from disagreements about
to principles of generalization the appropriate cultural information to

in spite of the difficulties just discussed transmit examples of the latter would
we will proceed on the tentative assumption be the current conflicts in some areas of
that whatever may prove to be the details the united states between black community
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members and schools over the variety of children and in their more benevolent
history to be taught or the resistance of forms they still appear not infrequently
old order amish parents to their children in literature on minority underachivement
learning conventional geography due to the the second model and the one with
supposed ill effects of such learning on which we will operate is that of cultural
important cultural norms hostetler & difference it takes the general position that
huntington 1971 minority underachievementunder achievement results from

the third area that of cultural norms some lack of congruence between the as-
sumptionsinvolves goals which are often neither norms values and behaviors

explicit nor shared such as competition of school personnel on the one hand and
vs cooperation group vs individual achieve-
ment

on the other the assumptions norms
expressiveness vs reticence etc values and behaviors of minority student

difficulties which arise inin this area tend to populations
be rather subtle ones because due to the different varieties of the cultural differ
implicit nature of the goals involved client ence model can be distinguished by the
and dispensing populations may not clearly specific lack of congruence posited as the
understand what isis at issue again however cause of the problems between school
the kinds of conflicts that arise can be seen and child on this basis most of the major
as twofoldtwo fold 1 difficulties overarising hypotheses can be viewed as falling into
failure to transmit cultural norms effect-
ively

one of six categories these are a cultural
andor 2 disparities in the cultural understandings and misunderstandings b

norms which are held by the client and motivation c cognition d language
dispensing populations e social organization and f socio-

political issues
MINORITY ACADEMIC
underachievementUNDER ACHIEVEMENT cultural understandings

while issues in all three of these areas can and misunderstandings
overlap and difficulties in one area can explanations for minority school failure
contribute to prproblemsoblenis inin the others we will which fall under this heading attribute
limit our focus here to problems arising from the problem to misunderstandings between
failure to transmit general skills valued by pupils and teachers arising from different
both recipient and dispensing populations culturally based assumptions or to mis-

understandingsin other words we will examine the problem on the part of educators
of minority academic underachievementunder achievement about the nature of culture and cultural

there are two basic models that have differences eg the use of deficiency
been used in considering minority under models as the bases for designing school

achievement one isis the deficiency model programs for example valentine 1971

which can take many forms from hypo-
theses

suggests that schools cause minority group

that certain ethnic or social groups failure because they assume that cultural dif-
ferencesare genetically inferior eg jensen 1969 feren ces interfere with education and there-
foreto cultural deprivation models which see attempt to wipe out such differences

individual capacities as equal but posit that rosenfeld 19711971 places part of the responsi-
bilitysome cultural or social groups do not pro-

vide
for slum school failure on teachers

their children with certain essential who give up on their pupils as unteach-
ablesocialization experiences deficiency models partly because they do not understand

have been called into serious question their students culturally different social

eg keddie 1973 and are not much in organization and motivation and wax

favor in the social science community and wax 1971 attribute the inappropriacy
today however they are still very much of many educational programs designed for
alive in the classroom and their assumptions minority children to the use of a vacuum
are often taken for granted by members of or cultural deficiency model for minority
the education community and its controlling cultures
bureaucracy they are also held by some in the hawaiian case previous research
minority group people both parents and has demonstrated that simply educating
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educators about cultural differences is way the school presents information
not by itself effective in remedying un ofA further tension exists in issues
derachievementachievementder macdonald & gallimore cognitive training will the performance of
1971 the pupil be improved by formal cognitive

motivation training as ann brown in press and others
motivational explanations are those whi-

ch

have suggested or is it necessary instead

attribute academic underachievementunder achievement to only engage or elicit by changes of con-
texton the part of minority students to their the appropriate cognitive processes

failure to perform the necessary learning which are assumed to already be present and

activities in school although a deficiency well developed furthermore would the
model may attribute such nonperformance teaching behaviors generated by those

to individual or cultural weaknesses in the two hypotheses be in fact any differeitdifferehtdifferdifferenteitelt

cultural difference framework it is post-
ulated

in my opinion effective innovations
to occur because the conventional in the cognitive area are difficult to separate

school environment does not contain the conceptually from innovations generated by
proper cues to effectively elicit such be-
haviors

sociolinguistic hypotheses to which we
from minority children eg mc-

dermott
now turn

1974 some workers suggest
that the school environment is so inimical language issues
to minority children that they may actively two kinds of explanations can be in-

cludedrebel and refuse to do what is asked of them in this category one is that of
by the school in a show of hostility toward actual code interference that is failure
teachers or the system eg rosenfeld to learn may occur because material is pre-

sented1971 or in a perhaps not altogether in a school or standard code
unconscious attempt to preserve their own ie language or dialect which is unfamiliar
cultural indetity and dignity eg howard to the student he may not understand
1973 the kamehameha early education the code well enough to absorb the content
program KEEP as discussed in this con-
ference

while his teacher may not understand
by jordan has trained teachers to the students first language or dialect well

shape the classroom environment in ways enough to recognize and be able to mobil-
izethat are conducive to a willing engagmentengarment his real academic potential or there may

with school tasks on the part of hawaiian be interference between specific features
children although that outcome proved of the two codes which produce learning
to be a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition

difficulties especially in reading the
for effective learning recent bi cultural lingualbilingualbi impetus in

education eg torres trueba 1976 has
cognition grown partially out of these concerns

explanations having to do with culturally
derived differences in cognition are increas-
ingly

the other variety of explanation involv-
ingpopular among psychologists but language is sociolinguistic even if

encounter problems of the difficulty of teacher and pupil share the same language
measuring cognition and differences in code and to a greater degree if each is
cognitive operations across cultures or not at ease in the others code it may
even across situations there is the matter well be that the ways in which they use
of task specificity of cognitive operations that code the particular social circum-

stancesalready discussed there is the difficulty of speech and the paralinguistic
of measuring cognitive characteristics As a acts surrounding it are sufficiently dif-

ferentfurther complexity one can view the prob-
lems

that effective communication is
of minority students as due to differ-

ences
hampered sociolinguistic explanations

in organization of cognitive operations emphasize social circumstances of speech
eg cole & scribner 1974 that is pupils acts and the ways that language is used in

may fail to learn because their cognitive interaction these vary wildly from one
operations though adequate are organized cultural group to another laura lein
in systems which do not mesh well with the 1975 for example points out how differ
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encesances in sociolinguistic rules result inin mutual sees social interaction issues in the classroom
misinterpretations by teachers and black as ultimately stemming from the social class
american immigrant children and boggs divisions of society as a whole a political
1972 has reported similar phenomena for explanation advocates change of the social

hawaiian children and their teachers court-
ney

organization within a classroom and school
cazden 1977 among others has as at least a partial solution cazden and

emphasized the great difficulty of even john 1971 among others cite disconti-
nuitiesevaluating the linguistic repertoire of min-

ority
nui ties between instructional methods and

children because of misfits between american indian childrens customary learn-
ingthe sociolinguistic parametersparame teis of school interaction styles and suggest the instruc-
tionaland conventional testing situations on the processes could be better adapted to

one hand and those of the settings in which that style
such children will produce the full range of
language performance on the other sociopoliticalsocio political issues

the failure of schools to fully engage in this last category of explanation is
the cognitive and linguistic capacities of the attribution of educational problems
minority children isis a source of conster-
nation

in cross cultural circumstances to the struc-
tureto educators as well as social scien of the larger society and the relation-
shiptistsfists and sociolinguistic analyses are more of minority or subordinate groups to

and more looked to for solutions the dominant group which controls the edu-
cationalcat ional institutions eleanor leacock

social organization of the classroom 19711971 for example has given some support
and of the teaching process to this position as an outcome of a com-

parativeeven within the transnationaltrans national school para tive study of black and white low and
culture therethele are a variety otof classroom middle income schools while thomas and
social organizations possible ranging from wahrhaftig in the same volume 1971

that symbolized by the traditional self come to a similar conclusion from work
contained ranks and files of desks through with cherokee indian and folk anglo
smallsmail group formats to individual tutorial saxon populations
systems and to the radical freefreetree school
minimum organization style social organ proponents of political explanations
izationsizat ions willy nillymily emphasize different inter-
action

often see solutions to cross cultural educa-
tionalstyles competition or cooperation problems as resulting only from

individualization or01 group linking personal changes in the larger society or at least
or impersonal teacher relationships formal necessitating a drastic reorganization of the

ity oior informality of teaching style peer total school system while they may con-
cede that the immediate problems thatpeer or01 student teacher relationships which

in turn implicate cultural norms incongruIncongru mirrominorityrity and subordinate group children

enchesencies between preferred types otof social experience in school can be due to factors

interactions and even social norm conflicts included in any of the other five categories
can result from classroom social organiza-
tion

solutions to these problems cannot be

which is alien to the childs culture reached these theorists feel by changes
which are confined to the classroom alone

although this kind of hypothesis isis not only by alterations in the larger socio politi
common among educators or even recipient cal frame can effective and lasting educa-

tionalculture parents it is of interest and concern change be produced
to the cross cultural social scientist and a
number of workers have placed major re-
sponsibility

researchers in cross cultural education
for cross cultural educational must recognize the reality of sociopoliticalsocio political

problems on misfits in this area frederickFre denck issues however educational research and
erikson 1977 for example has argued that political action are separate spheres of

social interactional styles of being a stu-
dent

activity with different ways of proceeding
and being a teacher need to be matched and the researcher must most often attack

with each other for satisfactory educational classroom issues directly in the hope that
achievement rosen 1977 although he making the transnationaltrans national culture of the
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school operate more effectively for mi-
nority
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positions as english instructors will be available in 1981 at the centrocentre colombo americano
in cali colombia south america

tilethetlletiie centrocentre colombo americano is a binational center offering regular courses throughout
the year for people interested in learning english as a foreign language more than 3000
students are currently enrolled in classes facilities include a language laboratory cafeteria
library theatre and an exposition room frequent cultural events are sponsored by the
center

further information as well as an application form can be obtained by sending a letter
and resume to JS jacobson administrative director centrocentre colocoiocolombomb 0 ameamericanoricanoficano apartadoApar tado
aereoabreo as4s4575452515 cali colombia




